The 15th October Movement: OCCUPY THE BUFFER ZONE

This is an inclusive movement functioning within some principal umbrella concepts for which we initially united, these are:

The reunification of Cyprus

To raise awareness of how the Cyprus Problem is but one of the many symptoms of an unhealthy global system.

It is important to elaborate on the intended inclusiveness of the last point.

We have occupied the space of the buffer zone to express with our presence our mutual desire for reunification and to stand in solidarity with the wave of unrest which has come as a response to the failings of the global systemic paradigm. We want to promote understanding of the local problem within this global context and in this way show how the Cyprus Problem is but one of the many symptoms of an unhealthy system.

In this way, we have reclaimed the space of the buffer zone to create any kind of activities (screenings, talks etc.) and media of these activities, which relate to the system as a whole and its numerous and diverse consequences. Opinions expressed in this manner are not necessarily of the entire group, only the umbrella points of reunification and solidarity with the global movement can be assumed to be.

www.occupybufferzone.info